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I would like to comment on three thoughts that come to mind following the fire that  burnt our 

property on the night of December the 30th. 

We live on the edge of state forest on a ridge top, our decision was to stay and defend our property. 

We had a good view of the surrounding country and the approaching fire. On seeing the advancing 

fire we phoned our neighbour to warn him, and I assume it was he who notified the three tankers 

that were stationed at the local hall of the fire's approach. 

Shortly after we saw a tankers flashing lights through the gloom coming up Lemon Hill Rd. and turn 

into our drive. You beaut I thought wer've got help, imagine my disappointment to find that they has 

only come for a " sticky " they weren't staying they were here to protect assets. The tanker did a u 

turn and left. A short time later two tankers came up Lemon Hill Rd. same story just having a look 

around, protecting assets, etc. They did their three point turns and left. They were followed by the 

strike team leader in his 4wd he had a good look around said I'm off as he was leaving our local CFA 

captain can rushing back shouting "your place is on fire "  

The three tankers were from outside the district and were here to protect assets ( the Wairewa Hall ) 

Lemon Hill Rd is narrow and tree lined our drive is narrower and tree lined turning is difficult for 

large vehicles at our house. The fire was minutes away not hours. I believe by not knowing the 

district the tanker crews put themselves, and the defence of the hall and people sheltering in it at 

risk. They should have stayed with the asset they were here to protect, They did protect the hall and 

people in it. 

A few days after the fire CFA  turned up with a couple of camera crews and PR in 

tow to be filmed interviewing our local fire captain ( who did a really good job pre and post fire ) the 

captain asked me to be there. After the interview turned to me and made a 

comment about evacuating. I said "No I stayed "  He  said "He man a "  I replied  "no we planned for 

the fire. prepared for the fire and backed our judgement of the situation. He then ignored me and 

talked to others What a insulting comment he made, at least that or what I felt. No question of what 

was your planning ? How did you prepare ? And what did you base your assessment on ? An 

interesting observation. All in the valley who defended their homes saved them. 

Finally a lesson I gained from the fire is that six horse power  petrol driven "fire fighting pumps " do 

not have the capacity to cope with a serious fire such as we experienced. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 




